H.M.S. INVINCIBLE

PORTRAIT OF THE YEAR
OFFICERS JOINING
Father BESTER
Lt Cdr CADD
Lt CHANDLER
Lt COVERDALE
Lt CROWHURST
Lt EASTAUGH
Lt LEA
Lt MEALOR
Lt NETHERCOTT
Lt POWELL
Lt PANCOTT
Lt Cdr PRICE
Lt PETTY
Lt ROSE
Lt RUEL
1/0 STELLINGWORTH
Lt SHIELDS
Lt Cdr WALTERS

OFFICERS LEAVING
Lt BRADY
Lt Cdr BROTHERS
Father BESTER
Lt BENNISON
Lt Cdr BAXENDALE
Lt BATES
Lt Cdr CHAPMAN
Lt CHAPPLE
Lt DOIDGE
Lt Cdr EDMUNDS
Lt HAYDEN
Lt Cdr JONES
Lt Cdr KEENAN
Lt Cdr LEWIS
Lt Cdr LUPTON
Lt MARSHALL
Lt MEEHAN
Lt RICHARDSON
Lt ROBINSON
2/0 SHEPHERD
Lt Cdr SUTTON
Lt WARING
Lt WILL
Lt YOUNG
1/0 YOUNG

VIP VISITORS
Admiral Sir Desmond CASSIDI (Second Sea Lord)
Reverend P PRICE (Principal Church of Scotland and Free Church Chaplain)
Commodore ES COUMBE (Director General, Weapons (Naval) )
The Right Reverend Brother MICHAEL (Bishop of St GERMANS)
Admiral Sir James EBERLE (Commander-in-Chief, Naval Home Command)
Captain JR OSWALD (Captain, BRNC DARTMOUTH)
Captain GGW MARSH (Captain, RNEC MANADON)
Vice Admiral Sir William PILLAR (Commandant, Royal College of Defence Studies)
Rear Admiral TOK SPRAGGS (Chief of Staff to CNH)
Rear Admiral RA HARCUS (Retired)
Captain J JACOBSEN (Captain, HMS RALEIGH)
Captain J BURGESS (Captain, HMS DEFIANCE)
Captain BR OUTHWAITE (Captain, HMS RALEIGH)
Commodore MF SIMPSON (Commodore, HMS NELSON)
The Right Reverend Peter MUMFORD (Bishop of TRURO)
The Venerable RH ROBERTS (Chaplain of the Fleet)
Captain GAFR HITCHENS (Captain, HMS DEFIANCE)
Surgeon Rear Admiral RJW LAMBERT (Surgeon Rear-Admiral, Ships and Establishments)
Captain F BOWEN (Captain, HMS COLLINGWOOD)
Admiral Sir John FIELDHOUSE (Commander-in-Chief, Fleet)
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FROM THE CAPTAIN
When I wrote to Rear Admiral J F WOODWARD, The Commander of the South Atlantic Task
Force, on the occasion of our Passing-in-Parade on 28 May, I hardly expected a reply. Amazingly,
although by then the Falklands war was virtually over, he found the time to write back. Here is the
text of his letter:
"Thank you very much indeed for your letter of 28 May, the day of your Passing-in-Parade. The
Engineers of all types can indeed be proud of their contribution to this operation and they could
almost be termed "the unsung heroes". Quietly, efficiently and courageously they have gone
about their business keeping our ships and aircraft moving and fighting often against all the odds.
Without their dedication and professionalism we would not have been able to achieve our ultimate
goal and the men who you were entering on that day have a reputation to live up to."
A pictorial account of Operations in the South Atlantic was kept up in the Mathematics and
Complementary Studies block and very informative it was too. Don't forget those events for they
should have great meaning for the 518 Apprentices who will have passed through FISGARD since
last September. You have every reason to hold your heads high and to be proud of that remarkable
success of the Service to which you now belong.
On another note, FISGARD will, as you know, close its gates to Apprentice training at the end of
1983. Sad it most certainly is, particularly for all our civilians who have seen Apprentices come and
go for many years and who have given selflessly of their time and skill to maintain training standards
at the highest level and to keep FISGARD "well oiled" and well kept, as we have always known it.
But we cannot stand still and I see in the new training scheme — one term in HMS RALEIGH and
approximately 11 terms in the specialist training establishments — a fine opportunity to increase
even more the professionalism of the Navy's Artificers and to keep Apprentice training right up to
date with the latest technologies and equipment to be found in our ships at sea.
I leave you with this thought: Science is the vocabulary of engineering, technology is its grammar
but vocabulary and grammar serve no useful purpose until they are applied by an intellect which
transcends them both; this is the art of Engineering and that is what we are all about.
But don't let it interfere with your Summer leave which is well earned and which I hope you all
enjoy.
P. G. HAMILTON-PRICE

EDITORIAL - FISGARD & THE FALKLANDS
In recent months ships such as INVINCIBLE, FEARLESS and BRILLIANT, along with weapon
systems like Sea-Wolf, Sea-Dart and Sea-Cat, have become familiar household names in the United
Kingdom. But, outside of the Service, perhaps what is not realised generally is the central
importance of the Artificer in maintaining the operational reliability and efficiency of these ships, their
weapon systems, their propulsion systems, their radar and sonar, their aircraft, their
communications …..
In FISGARD of course, we are ever mindful of the invaluable contribution of the Artificer and on 28
May, at our Passing in Parade, the Captain took the opportunity to remind the New Entry and visiting
parents of that contribution.
FISGARD is, of course, a long way from the South Atlantic. But we have taken an active interest in
every aspect of the campaign, with a study of the conflict forming part of our Navy Department
Level II "Current Affairs” course this term. Some members of Staff have also been sent on draft at
short notice as a direct result of the conflict, "pier-head jumps" to ships being brought out of
reserve, to ships commissioning earlier than originally planned, and to those innumerable "Naval
Parties" formed to meet the requirements of the operation.
AEMN1 LAING, for example, was whisked away from the Electrical Engineering Section to join
HERON, while CMEA(P) DUNCAN — Lane "Div. Chief" — was given only four and a half hours
notice to join PENELOPE. Another Divisional Chief Petty Officer, WEA1 EAMES went to the recommissioning frigate BERWICK, with CHOPS(M) CALVER joining TARTAR — another ship
emerging from mothballs. LPT DRIVER and AB HOLMES were sent to ZULU, a second Tribal Class
frigate being brought forward to the active list. MEA(P)1 DICKINSON and AB(R) TROTT both joined
GALATEA, LS(M) MORGAN was drafted to the new aircraft carrier ILLUSTRIOUS, while AB(M)
COX, ALS(M) RONALD and AB(M) OAKES were all sent to CAMBRIDGE. MEA(P)1 BOOTH and
MEA(P)1 RUTHERFORD were both sent on courses at OSPREY, with CPO(SA) SPICK going to
DEFIANCE and POMEM DOLLEY, MEA(P)1 THURLOW, MEMN(P)1 HAMMOND, and MEMN(P)1
SWANSON all leaving FISGARD to join Naval Parties at NELSON. Lieutenant LAGES, a member of
the academic instructional staff, was sent to the Ministry of Defence where he worked (so he tells
us!) alongside the MOD spokesman, Mr Ian MacDonald.
Each day now ships return to Devonport from the South Atlantic — ALACRITY, SPARTAN,
ARGONAUT, FORT AUSTIN, ARROW, BRILLIANT ... — proud occasions but tinged with sadness at
the memory of the ships and men who will not be coming home. All of us have friends and
colleagues in the Task Force, but for us here in FISGARD the reality of war in the South Atlantic was
brought home when we learnt that LPT Gary NELSON had been killed in action in HMS ARDENT.
Before joining ARDENT, LPT NELSON (known affectionately as "Ginge" to his colleagues) was a
member of FISGARD's Staff, and he is sorely missed by those — Staff and Apprentices alike — who
knew him. Our deepest sympathy goes out to his wife, Jane, to the rest of his family and to the many
who were his friends.
P. J. PAYTON

HMS ARROW — one of the ships returned recently to Devonport from the South Atlantic. Warship
photos reproduced courtesy of Maritime Books, Duloe

VIP PICTORIAL

Vice-Admiral Sir Ted HORLICK and Captain and
Mrs P.G. HAMILTON-PRICE with Prize-Winners,
Summer Term 1981

The Commander in Chief, Naval Home Command,
Admiral Sir James EBERLE, discusses the finer
points of Engineering Drawing with Apprentice
OWEN

Captain OUTHWAITE, the Commanding Officer of
HMS RALEIGH, presents a sports trophy to
Apprentice MELTON of Frew Division — “VIP
DIVISIONS”, April 1982

Commodore and Mrs Simpson and Captain and Mrs
P.G. HAMILTON-PRICE with Prize-Winners, Spring
Term 1982

HMS ALFRISTON

THE ROYAL NAVAL RESERVE
S.J. HARROW
The Royal Naval Reserve was formed in 1958 from
four former Navy reserves; the RNR, which
consisted of Merchant Navy personnel; the RNVR,
who were civilian volunteers who undertook a
commitment to undergo a certain amount of annual
and weekly training; the RNV(P)R and the WRNVR.
The RNR, as it is, now has the above reserves
separated in lists of which the main ones are Lists 3
and 4. List 3 contains officers and ratings who
undertake to do 100 one hour training periods per
year; these are usually carried out in 2 hour
sessions in the evenings. They are also committed to
doing 14 days continuous training per year but
this is usually extended to 17. In return for their
services each officer and rating receives a bounty
of £300 on the 1st April each year. This is in
addition to normal Navy rates of pay for continuous
training periods and weekends.
The Reserves are based on various small shore
establishments up and down the country, of which
the largest are the Divisional Headquarters units.
There are eleven of these in all and each one tries to
provide 3 crews for a Mine Counter Measures
Vessel (MCMV). These Divisions are usually at
major ports. They are: Glasgow, Edinburgh,
Dundee, and Belfast. Between them they have
allocated six Ton Class MCMV's of which two of
them, KELLINGTON and KIRKLIRTON are
Minehunters, the others being LEWISTON,
ALFRISTON, LAKESTON, and BRERETON. Also,
they have two converted trawlers VENTURER and
ST DAVID which were originally bought as an
experiment for a new class of MCMV. Lack of

funds seems to have squashed the building plan
(12 was the number originally considered).
These ships form the 10th MCM Squadron whose
administration offices are based in Rosyth. MCM
10 Staff provide instructors for the reserves for any
major exercise in which they participate.
Before the Falklands War the last Royal Navy
Warship to be sunk was a Minesweeper attached to
"Sussex" Division Royal Naval Reserve but at the
time of the accident she was manned by “London"
Division. She was sunk due to a collision with HMS
MERMAID in the North Sea in September 1976.
HMS FITTLETON was carrying out evolutions with
HMS MERMAID when a wrong helm order was
given and the two ships hit, from which
FITTLETON rolled and hit the MERMAID again and
then turned over. FITTLETON floated upside down
for six hours before she sank. Twelve lives were
lost in the ship, four of whom were "Stokers"
watchkeeping in the Engine Control Room.
The Reservists, before they are eligible for Sea
Training, have to pass their Naval Swimming Test
and complete a one-day fire-fighting course. They
have the same Branch structure as the Regular
Navy. The only distinguishing feature between a
Reservist and his Royal Navy counterpart is that a
RNR rating wears a black flash with "Royal Naval
Reserve" on his left shoulder. An officer wears an
"R" in the bight of his gold lace ring. Reservists are
issued with ID Cards and service numbers,
distinguishable by the first two digits D9 .... The
Reservist is under the same rules and regulations
as a serving member of the Navy whilst undergoing
training.

HMS VENTURER

SEA TRAINING
RW PETERS
Thoughts of sea training as described by two and
three class brought in such things as stripping
paint, painting, fetching tea, going down in the
bilges, and all of the other dirty jobs that would
otherwise have to be done by ship's company.
When my group arrived alongside HMS
ARGONAUT, a Leander class under refit, we were
all a bit apprehensive about meeting ships
company. When onboard, we all felt slightly lost
because all of the ship's company knew what they
had to do and were scurrying about their daily
routine whereas my group ended up looking for the
WEO who was detailing jobs to each of us.
It seems that the other groups ended up with the
boring jobs whereas mine which was under the
supervision of a PO WEA ended up being shown
around numerous systems in exchange for a new
look to the torpedo magazine room.
The systems shown to us were the good old SeaCat, the French Exocet and the STWS torpedoes.
The function of the 3' rockets was explained as
well. The most interesting I found was the Exocet.
The PO told us that it was a 'good’ missile and he
wished they could carry more than four at a time.
The firing panel of the missile was explained
together with the programming. I managed to grasp
a small idea of what was going on but with little

concept of how the system worked. The STWS
torpedo system was very interesting because of
the different actions of the type 46 and 44
torpedoes. Again these are programmable and
either "snake" the area or "spiral” the area until
they find their targets.
The main difference between life at FISGARD and
onboard the ARGONAUT was the amount of
'loafing' time they had. Work started at 8 o'clock
but finished at quarter to four. The morning stand
easy was officially from 1000 — 1030 although
most people disappeared at 0945 and reappeared
at 1045. Dinner was an amazing hour and a half
long. It was luxury!
I believe that sea training could mostly be improved
by us 'baby tiffs' spending the whole week
onboard without actually travelling to and from
FISGARD each morning and night.
On the whole it was a pleasurable experience and
gave some an insight as to what life was like
onboard in the Fleet.
NB. Since this article was written, HMS
ARGONAUT has been in action with the Task Force
in the South Atlantic and has only recently returned
again to Devonport.

A DAY ONBOARD HMS OTTER
MS DIXON
Although I have been in the Navy all of eight
months, the most typically Naval thing I have done
so far is to spend a day onboard HMS OTTER, and
that was when I was a civilian and only 17.
HMS OTTER is a conventional diesel-electric
submarine of the Oberon Class. These boats are
generally considered to be the best of their type in
the world.
The weather on the day of the visit was not too
good. It was raining and windy, and there was quite
a swell running. I had been told about the stability
of submarines when on the surface but had never
really taken much notice. If only I had known what I
was in for!
We boarded the submarine at 8 o'clock, at the
quayside in HMS DOLPHIN. I was really excited
and can remember as I climbed down the hatch. I
remember also the first movement as a dockyard
tug manoeuvred the submarine around. It is strange
not being able to see where you are going but the
'drivers' seemed very confident! Before long we
were well out into the Solent and closing on the
English Channel.
The high spot of the day was the dive. Midway
through the afternoon, we were directed to
positions in the submarine where we would least
obstruct the crew going about their duty. Gradually
the swaying and rolling calmed down and the crew
relaxed once more. I was offered a chance to
operate the hydroplanes and enjoyed being at the
helm of one of the Navy's boats.
The day ended too quickly though. Before long we
were alongside and disembarking. It happened a
long time ago, but I can still remember the experience vividly.

HMS OLYMPUS, an OBERON Class submarine
similar to HMS OTTER.

A SEA KING HELICOPTER

THE HELICOPTER AT SEA
MJ PRICE
The Navy has seen the advantages of having
helicopters at sea since 1937 when an autogyro
was flown off the back of an aircraft carrier. There
was not a helicopter with a powered rotor in
general service until after the war, although a few
were used during the war to detect submarines.
The first two helicopters to enter service were the
Dragonfly and the Whirlwind. The Dragonfly was
used to rescue people from out of the water or from
sinking ships, whereas the Whirlwind was the first
helicopter used as a submarine hunter/killer carrying
small weapon loads.
The replacements for these helicopters were the
Wessex Mark I, III and V. The Mark I is still used for
Search and Rescue and is noticeable by it's blue
and orange colour scheme. The Wessex III is going
out of service as a submarine hunter, operating
from County Class missile destroyers. It is
identified by the ra-dome on its back and it's blue
and yellow colour. The Mark V, which is now being
phased out, is a commando assault helicopter able
to carry great weights underneath as well as inside.
The Wessex helicopters were soon followed by the
Sea Kings, Wasps and the Gazelles. The Sea King
has mostly been used as a submarine hunter killer,
having a range of just over 690 km. It has been
fitted with types of radar and sonar and also carries

“The Sharks” helicopter display team

a large range of weapons including missiles,
torpedoes and depth charges. A variant of it "The
Commando" is now replacing the Wessex V in the
assault role. It can lift much heavier weights than
the Wessex.
The Wasp was designed to operate from small
ships fulfilling the role of submarine killer. Gazelles
are the helicopters in which the aircrews are
trained. The Navy have made a flying display team
out of four Gazelles, which is called "The Sharks".
The Navy's latest and most advanced helicopter is
the Lynx. It is the only helicopter capable of doing a
'victory roll' (and that is only when it is fitted with a
special gear box!). It is replacing the Wasp and is
being used on all the small ships — the frigates and
destroyers. The Lynx is capable of doing 160
knots, even when carrying either air-to-surface
missiles like the SS11 or torpedoes which home in
on their targets.
The helicopter now plays a large part in the Navy
and will do for many years to come. Anyone who
has any doubts should look to the Falklands War,
which could not have been won without the help of
the Royal Navy's multi-role helicopter fleet!

HMS ARK ROYAL
SB GODLEY
The name ARK ROYAL was established in the Royal
Navy in 1587, although then she was also known
as ARK RALEIGH, after her builder Sir Walter Raleigh.
ARK ROYAL'S role was as the flagship to the Lord
Admiral of the fleet, she was a galleon with two
gun decks and classed as a "man of war”.
ARK ROYAL saw plenty of service, the most
notable occasion being against the Spanish
Armada, in 1588 just off the coast of Plymouth.
She sailed with the English fleet totalling 197
vessels, and all but annihilated the Spanish fleet.
The next memorable battle involving the ARK
ROYAL, was at the capture of Cadiz, on 21 June
1596, by Lord Charles Howard of Effingham.
The name ARK ROYAL, then disappeared for 300
years, again coming into existence in 1914. The
second ship to carry the name ARK ROYAL was
launched on 9 December 1914, she was a
merchant cruiser purchased for conversion to a
Seaplane carrier.
ARK ROYAL had numerous encounters with the
enemy forces during the first World War, and
carried out her role as an aircraft carrier with
success. Along with HMS CLIO, TOPAZE, ODIN
and ESPIEGLE, she saw action in a three week
combined armed forces operation, against the
"Mad Mullah" of Somaliland.
1920 was to prove an eventful year for HMS ARK
ROYAL. In June, accompanied by HMS REVENGE,
RAMILLIES and WESTCOTT, she saw action against
the Turkish armed forces at Istria.
In 1932 ARK ROYAL was paid off, but the name
was to continue with the third ship of that name,
which was built in 1935. She was designed with
hangers on two decks and 16 4.5 inch guns
mounted in dual purpose turrets beside the flight
deck. ARK ROYAL was also equipped with an array
of smaller guns, including 4 three pounders and 6
multiple pom-poms with which to fend off an attack.
ARK ROYAL was equipped with 60 aircraft, of two
types, the Skua and the Fairey Swordfish,
affectionately known as the "Stringbag".
The new ship was 800 feet in length with a
tonnage of 22,000 tons, at that time one of the
largest ships of the fleet. Her turbines were capable
of producing 102,000 HP to drive her at a constant
speed of 30 knots.
ARK ROYAL's first active service of World War
Two was in the Norway campaign of April 1940,
under the command of the Admiral of the Fleet.
Two months later, ARK ROYAL was involved in the
hunting of Germany's cruiser the SCHARNHORST.
Eight 'Swordfish' were lost during the attack and
no damage was inflicted upon Germany's proudest
battleship.
ARK ROYAL then became the backbone of Britain's
latest Task Force, Force H. Force H came into
existence during June 1940 and consisted of HMS
ARK ROYAL, RENOWN, and SHEFFIELD. These
three ships formed the main force and smaller
destroyers were added as the need for extra
firepower arose. In August of 1940 VALIANT and
RESOLUTION became permanent members of
Force H.

In July of 1940, Force H first went into battle
against the French Navy at Mers-el-kabir. The force
under the command of Sir James SOMERVILLE,
sank one ship and badly damaged five others
without sustaining any injury to themselves.
Two days later the ARK ROYAL finished what it
had started. The French destroyer, DUNKERQUE,
was seen limping home to the Port of Oran. The
SKUA's and 'Swordfish' were launched and
successfully destroyed DUNKERQUE.
Force H was later transferred to operating in the
Mediterranean Sea. On September 1, the ARK
ROYAL launched her aircraft and attacked the
airfield at Elmes in Sardinia. This was to be the first
of similar lightning raids against the enemy. Later
that month, while taking part in Operation Menace,
the aircraft successfully attacked Dakar, inflicting
heavy damage.
Force H was expanded to a total of 35 ships for an
attack against the Italian Navy at Cape Spartivento
in Sardinia. Again the aircraft were used with
considerable success and 5 of the Italian fleet sunk,
with considerable damage inflicted on the other
ships. ARK ROYAL stayed in the Sardinia Region,
her next attack was during February of 1942,
where she attacked the Tirso Dam Power Station
on Sardinia. Force H went into action again to
bombard the Italian fleet, moored at Genoa.
ARK ROYAL's most famous battle was against the
German battleship, BISMARCK. BISMARCK was
attempting to make a run for her home port of
Brest, France. Force H was unable to catch the
German battleship and it was decided to launch
ARK ROYAL's aircraft. Flying under extremely bad
weather conditions, the 'Swordfish' attacked
BISMARCK. The attack was successful enough to
slow down the BISMARCK with damaged steering
gear, to allow Force H to catch up with her. The
BISMARCK came under intense fire from the
combined efforts of Force H and was sunk on 26
May 1941.
In November of that year, ARK ROYAL was sunk.
While returning from a routine convoy escort duty,
a German U-Boat, U-81, sighted her off the coast
of Gibraltar. Tragedy struck on the 13th November
but it took ARK ROYAL 14 hours to sink, going
down on the 14th.
In 1945 plans were laid for the fourth ARK ROYAL.
The launch took place ten years later in 1955. The
new ARK ROYAL was basically the same as the one
built in 1935, except that there were a few post
war alterations. The new carrier was 36,800 tons
and her updated turbines could produce 152,000
HP with a slightly faster speed of 31.5 knots. The
new ship was 808 feet in length, an increase of
only 8 feet!
Four carriers were laid down in the same class but
due to economic reasons, only two were
completed: HMS EAGLE and HMS ARK ROYAL.
The post war alterations were: Steam catapults,
arrester deck gear, deck landing aids (the Mirror
system), angled deck and side lifts. The angle deck
provided increased parking space for the aircraft.
In 1967, ARK ROYAL went in for a major refit,
which was completed in 1970. The reason for this
was the addition of the new American Phantom

aircraft. The flight deck was increased to 158 feet,
and 34 40mm Bofor guns were added to the
present armament of 16 4.5 inch guns and 4
three pounders.
Before the end of the refit, the length of the ship
and the flight deck were increased. The overall
length to 845 feet and the flight deck to 166 feet.
The tonnage was also increased to 43,000 tons.
Soon after being refitted, the ARK ROYAL collided
with a Russian Destroyer, while on a NATO

exercise in the Mediterranean, the ARK'S old
hunting ground.
On the 1 4 February 1979, much to the dismay of
many in the Navy, the ARK ROYAL was finally paid
off. But the name is not going to fade into the
annals of history. Plans have been laid down for a
fifth ARK ROYAL, in the class of HMS INVINCIBLE.
It is hoped that the new carrier will be completed in
1984 — 85 and completely fitted out by 1987.

HMS ARK ROYAL, withdrawn from service in
1979

RAC/ACU MOTORCYCLING COURSE

FISGARD CAR CLUB
IAN PERRYMAN

DT COBB

As you may know, HMS FISGARD runs its own car
club where all the tools and equipment are
available for Apprentices to carry out routine and
major maintenance to their vehicles. I should point
out that the club is available to motorcyclists as
well as to car owners. The club itself is in use nearly
every night of the week with Apprentices, oil and
grease up to their elbows, messing around with
engines. The reason Apprentices like doing this, is
that they always like to find out how things work
(or why they don't)! Also the club becomes very
useful, as quite a few Apprentices have a tendency
to like Captain's walls, and are in need of the club's
facilities to put their vehicles back on the road. So if
you own a vehicle of some sort, why not join the
FISGARD Car Club?

All learner riders at FISGARD are obliged to join this
motorcycle riding scheme. My first thoughts on
this obligation were not altogether favourable as I
considered myself fairly confident in the art of
motorcycling, however, after the first two
lessons, I realised there were large gaps in my
roadcraft/motorcycling knowledge.
The main object of the scheme is to teach you how
to ride safely, and awareness of other road users
(roadcraft). You are taught through various
methods how to know what is happening behind
you, to your left, to your right, in front of you and —
probably more important — you are taught
anticipation. Anticipation is gained mainly through
experience, but the scheme is able to teach you
certain signs and actions of other roadusers which
enable you to anticipate the next manoeuvre and to
be ready to take the appropriate course.
Another part of the course is motorcycle
maintenance which is of the utmost importance as
your life depends on the controls of the motorcycle
being in first class condition. Brake throttle and
chain adjustments and condition of parts like
brake pads and tyres being top of the list.
Having completed and passed the RAC/ACU Test I
am bale to say that it has benefited my
motorcycling and given me a greater sense of
awareness.

POETS' CORNER
ARE THESE YOUR MEN?

ROAD TO LOVE

CM BREWER

D PATTISON
A holiday thing, it seemed no big deal,
And love at first sight was to me so unreal,
But since we have parted I've got so confused
I know I can't love you but I feel that I do.
My heart and my mind both fight for control,
My heart says I love you, my mind says not so.
Both strive to win over and control if they can
And the days now drag by since this conflict
began.
I pray at night for help from above,
At this fork in my paths between reason and
love.
I feel so lost and my spirits are low,
The two roads opposing down which should I go?
HEART:
My life is so empty and full of despair
Everything's pointless, because you are not there
It seems so long since I held you near
And I feel so lonely because you are not here.
MIND:
But my mind questions love, saying it cannot be
There's no room for love if you want to be free
Love ties you down, it's no good can't you see
Take my advice if you want to stay free.

The leader, his friends,
The one who lends.
The extrovert,
The introvert,
The pervert!
The arrogant, the oppressed,
The coolly dressed.
The politician,
The musician,
The dietician!
The outrageous, the ridiculous,
The quiet, the unconspicuous.
The blamed,
The shamed,
The lamed!
The mechanic, the tyrannic,
The serious, the mysterious,
The smoker,
The joker,
The provoker.
Different people, from different places,
From all over the country they congress.
Live, sleep and suffer in the same mess.

But getting all your letters and reading what you
write
The words struck deep inside me — heart and
mind no longer fight
The happiness I had with you has shown the way
to me
LOVE is the right road, no longer do I want to
be free.

POEM

FISGARD ...
PJ GREENLEES
The gates swung slowly open
And grated on the drag.
I turned to grasp the handle
Of my sporting civvy bag.
I moved onto the quarterdeck
And up the flight of stairs
Announcing my arrival
Feeling happy, without cares.
A navy life in front of me
A family line to keep.
But no-one ever told me
That this life could make one weep.
Five-thirty for the first four weeks
The time of "Call the Hands".
And bed at half-past twenty-two
While civvies watch the bands.
I left my civvy past behind
And joined the shortening queue
For Tiffies' Naval Training
Just like all of you.
However I had left behind
The mates I knew so well
And joined this concrete battleship
An earthly life of hell.
PS. Life in this place ain't too 'ot
And neither's galley food.

PJ GREENLEES
Disperse, thou remnants of an age long gone
And leave my angered spirit to itself.
I need the love of one whose heart is true
And not the games of love thy children play.
So leave me childhood passion now.
Dispense with me a servant far too old
You anger me with all your childhood whims.
I need a love to strive for undeterred.
Begone, oh, dreadful silence,
Whose clammy fingers grope towards my mind.
Begone, oh dreadful words,
Who, like barbed wire, lash at weakened flesh.
And leave me with a peaceful, purer heart,
To go about my business undisturbed.
Yet when I think of you I turn again
Into that dreadful Hyde within my breast.
Unwilling to surrender you at all
But take you for eternity to my heart.

ON PARADE!

The March Past — The Parade Ground Staff show
us all how it should be done!

Commodore SIMPSON inspects
Passing-out-Parade Spring 1982.

the

Guard,

Petty Officer ROGERS of the Parade Ground Staff
receives his Long Service and Good Conduct medal
from the Captain.

CORNWALL
GD ALFORD
Cornwall is a county with a mass of heritage and
history. Its original inhabitants were the Celts, who
were also the inhabitants of Brittany, Wales and
Ireland. The Celts had their own language, although
it did vary from region to region. It is said that
Cornish-fishermen who spoke the Cornish language
could understand enough of what the Breton
fishermen said to communicate with them.
Apart from its own language, Cornwall has its own
flag — a white cross on a black background, and its
own patron saint (St Piran).
The history of Cornwall can still be seen today by
looking at the buildings. There are castles (e.g.
Tintagel Castle) of Kings and Celtic leaders. There
are today still signs of Cornwall's industrial past —
in the heart of Cornwall Tin mines can still be seen,
for in the past Cornwall was a major producer of
Copper and Tin and Arsenic. Few mines are still
open today, although there are some such as
Tolgus Tin at Redruth. At Morwhellham in the
Tamar Valley the copper mines have been reopened
as a tourist attraction, which seems to be more
profitable than mining!

Cornwall is now dominated by two major industries
— China Clay mining (St Austell area) and the
tourist industry. The tourist industry is built up
around Cornwall's coastal position, its heritage and
its history. People flock from all over Britain (and
Europe) to see places such as Lands End, Dozmary
Pool, Isles of Scilly and St Michael's Mount.
Cornwall has many ancient traditions which still
survive today such as the Helston Furry, and
Padstow Hobby Hoss, which bring in tourists to
watch.
Cornwall is a country with an individual tradition
and separate culture. This heritage still survives in
many places throughout Cornwall. The land still
has its own language and its own Bards — it is
things like this which make Cornwall a unique
country quite separate from England.

THE ISLES OF SCILLY
SL RODGERS
The Isles of Scilly are situated roughly 20 to 30
miles south-west of Lands End.
There are five main islands — St Mary's, St
Martin's, Tresco, St Agnes, and Bryher — together
with many little islands which are basically rocks.
Some of these little islands are covered with grass,
providing a home for the birds that live on these
isles.
The main island of the Scilly Isles is St Mary's. Here
you will find the principal town of the islands,
HUGH TOWN. Here, the Scillonian III Docks, the
main link between the Islands and the mainland.
She sails from Penzance at 0900 daily and gets to
the Islands at about 1100, bringing the Island's
supplies, and feeding it's biggest industry, tourism.
Walking down the streets of Hugh Town, it is really
noticeable that tourism is the largest industry,
because nearly every shop sells souvenirs, and the
things to do with tourism (e.g. beach balls!) There
are many cafes, restaurants and pubs in Hugh
Town, and quite a few guest houses too.
The second largest town on St Mary's is OLD
TOWN — It's about half the size of Hugh Town and
is two or three miles away from Hugh Town.
Also on St Mary's is the airport, where the British
Airways helicopter lands. It only normally brings
tourists. The Brymon Airways passenger
aeroplanes also land there, arriving from Exeter and
Plymouth.
And, finally, the biggest campsite on the Island is
the district known as "the Garrison”. Nearby is an
old castle called "Star Castle", which has been
converted to a hotel, with a bar and big gardens.

The second largest and second-most important
island of the group is Tresco. This is privately
owned and you have to pay to get onto the island.
Its tropical gardens give it an almost equatorial
atmosphere. It is one of the nicest islands of the
group. There is a castle on this island (which was
used in a Dracula film!) which is open to the public.
The next largest island is St Martins. This is a
particularly nice island and my favourite of the
group, because it is peaceful, ideally sized with lots
of golden-sanded beaches and nice little towns or
villages.
Another island is Bryher, like St Martins but
smaller. About ¼ mile across the sea from Bryher is
an island called Samson, a bird sanctuary which the
public is allowed to visit.
The last main island is St Agnes. This is the
smallest of the five, and, like Bryher, it too has an
island not far from its coastline — a bird sanctuary
called Annet, this time closed to the general public.
Because of the many wrecks in the locality there is
a lighthouse. It is called Bishops Rock Lighthouse
and is situated within the western isles group. You
can visit it on many of the boat trips from St
Mary's. On the way there you can see many seals
and puffins.
All in all the Isles of Scilly are very peaceful and
beautiful and they have been described as
reminiscent of Cornwall as she must have been in
the 19th Century.

INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY CLUB
F GREENSHIELDS
HMS FISGARD's Industrial Archaeology Club, as
its name suggests, is concerned with the remains
of older industries in the South-West.
The idea of the club is to get out on as many field
trips as possible. These trips are mainly to old
mines (mining being the chief industry in Cornwall
for over 100 years). The idea of going to mines
might not be so appealing to some people but even
if your interest in mines or museums is limited, the
field trips prove to be a nice day out. Normally we
walk for a couple of miles on our trips, usually
ending up in a pub.
At the end of the day we have learned something
new about the area we are stationed in and about
the people who worked here a hundred or so years
ago. Even if the information appears commonplace
the fact that we have learned something new and
enjoyed ourselves means it must be a success.
For the future, the Industrial Archaeology Club has
planned some new and interesting challenges. We
are to restore a small bridge dating from the 19th
Century, near a disused tin mine on Dartmoor. We
have also arranged trips to a preserved mine, to an
old Cornish fishing village, and to some china clay
works. So the terms ahead promise to be full of
fascinating projects and outings.

Prince of Wales shaft, Phoenix United Mine near
Caradon Hill

THE ROYAL HOSPITAL SCHOOL

CANOE CLUB

Kevin BUGG

RA KERRY

The Royal Hospital School is a boarding school for
boys situated near Ipswich, Suffolk. It is a school
which consists only of sons of Naval personnel,
thus we at FISGARD are entitled as members of
the Navy to put down names of any future sons for
consideration for entry.

Every Wednesday evening at 1930, the few
members of FISGARD Canoe Club turn up for their
weekly practice in the pool. At the beginning of
term there are many budding volunteers, but by
week six we are lucky to get one person to stay.
Those who do stay reap the benefits of the club —
these include weekend camps next to the River
Dart, which means 'No divisions' and on some
occasions, no instructions on Saturday, together
with a chance to represent the ship in a competitive
sport and a good way of breaking the routine.

This is normally done when the candidate is about
nine years of age, as there are few places but many
applications and thus time is needed for
considering each candidate. If he is selected he
will have to pass an entrance exam before being
accepted into school at the age of eleven.
The main advantage of the school, besides the fees
being aided by payments from the Navy, is
obviously that one's son will receive a good steady,
uninterrupted education. He will not have to
change school when you move on draft, thus he is
likely to do better.
As an "old boy” of the school, I know that
anybody who attends will have a great time, make
many good friends, acquire a good education, and
will in later life, appreciate what one's parents did
by sending him away to study at an early age.

For most people Wild Water racing is too ambitious,
so they keep to the pool and develop the
specialised skills needed elsewhere. The Club has
a relaxed atmosphere and we often play silly games
against each other, and against other ships, in the
pool.
I hope this little note may have tempted you to join.
So turn up on Wednesday with swimming kit!

FROM APPRENTICE TO MAYOR
The date, 16 August 1938, is engraved on the
memory of one member of HMS FISGARD as the
day he joined the Royal Naval Artificer's Apprentice
Establishment at Chatham to begin his 4 year
Apprenticeship. Because of the war those years
proved very eventful as Apprentices were moved
to different locations. Having been accommodated
in a Church Hall, followed by a year in a Girl's High
School in Plymouth, he arrived at Torpoint in 1941
to complete his Apprenticeship. This was only
disturbed by the bomb which demolished part of the
Workshops. The remainder of the war years
were spent in the 16 inch battleship, HMS
RODNEY, and then followed a succession of small
ships and a 3 year spree with Fleet Repair Ships
based on Malta.
Commissioned as an Ordnance Engineer Officer in
1956, (the last of the “thin stripe” officers) he was
transferred to Air Ordnance duties in Scotland and
Northern Ireland until appointed to HMS BULWARK
on her first commission as a Commando carrier.
Promoted Lieutenant Commander in 1966 whilst
serving in HMS DEFENDER on the West Indies
Station he returned to HMS COLLINGWOOD as the
Workshops Group Officer, thence to HMS
RALEIGH as First Lieutenant during the initial 4
years of the rebuild.
On retirement from the Active List he joined HMS
FISGARD as the Establishment Officer and was until
recently the Mayor of Torpoint.

The author as a "Boy Artificer" — you've guessed it;
it's Lt Cdr (Rtd) Tom BROCK!

STAMP COLLECTING
M OSMAN
While people complain about the price of a first
class stamp, they could get a lot of satisfaction
(and their money back!) if they were to start to
collect stamps. But a lot of people consider Stamp
Collecting to be a boring hobby. However, many
will disagree as they spend relaxing hours viewing
their cherished collection. Indeed the fun of stamps
is in the sorting and finding, removing the stamp
from the envelopes, postcards and packages,
identifying the stamp by their phosphor bands,
water marks and printings and, of course,
mounting the collection.
However, in the last ten years, a new collector has
emerged — the professional collector, whose only
aim is to make a profit. By buying stamps, rare,
new, in bulk or special releases, and retaining them
for a period of time he can make a handsome
return. For stamps keep an 'edge' on inflation and
now many investors are investing their money not
in shares or precious metal or stones, but stamps.
This is 'bad news' for the amateur because he finds
himself confined to a smaller region of the stamp
world dictated by his pocket. It's not just rare
stamps sold at auctions for hundreds and
thousands which are the best investments. A
special sovereign pack to commemorate the Silver
Jubilee has increased in price by 600% in five years!
The first miniature sheet was selling at two
and a half times its original price only two months
after its issue. My tip for you if you are interested is
to buy some Falkland Islands stamps now that
world attention has been focused upon those tiny
isles.

Not only has the professional collector emerged,
but also, hand in hand, has the commercial
producer. Some countries, especially third world
countries, rely on the income from stamps for
survival. As a result these stamps are worthless
and it does not take too long to discover which
these countries are. They are usually the stamps
you find in special packs at newsagents and
supermarkets.
At the rate electronic communication is advancing,
the age of the stamp is certainly doomed. Perhaps,
then, all stamps — sooner or later — are destined to
become rare and precious things. So if you don't
want to lose out, start collecting now!

A NORTH WALES EXPEDITION
Lt Dave GRAY
Those amongst you who are familiar with Welsh
weather will not be surprised to learn that this
expedition was organised with some trepidation.
We planned to arrive in Mid-April when there was
every likelihood of high winds, blizzards and low
temperatures, and therefore there was a
requirement that any advance programme had to
be flexible enough to be changed in the face of
inclement weather. At the same time, we wanted
to see as much of Snowdonia as possible and
therefore planned to complete the most famous
and classic mountain walks in the area.
The expedition was accommodated at Tai
Newyddion, a pair of converted cottages near
Bethesda. This centre is administered by HMS
DAEDALUS and is used by that establishment as
the base for its Resources and Initiative Training. It
is a well equipped Mountain centre with excellent
amenities and is well placed for Adventure Training
activities in Snowdonia.
The team mustered at Tai Newyddion on Sunday
afternoon. This was a notable feat as we had all
travelled independently by various means and (with
one or two exceptions) succeeded in arriving on
time. We were a mixed bag, comprising five
members of staff, four Artificer Apprentices, one
Midshipman, two Royal Navy Bursars, and a variety
of family members. On Sunday evening the Duty
Rosters were arranged and the programme for the
week discussed.
We planned to start as early as possible every day
to avoid traffic problems and to catch the best light
for mountain photography. On Monday morning
the skies bode well for another fine day and we set
off to climb Cricht (2265). This was a short walk, a
"shake down” to familiarise the team with the
terrain. Cricht, although not a high mountain, has a
magnificent profile, and is frequently referred to as
the 'little Matterhorn of Wales'. The similarity ends
there however, and it is not quite as difficult to
conquer as its alpine counterpart, an observation
which was all too obvious as we arrived at the
summit to find a group of schoolchildren paying
homage to Adam Ant on their personal hi-fi

systems. Below us lay the dying village of Croesor,
a community surrounded by old slate quarries, in
the past its only source of employment and income.
Now the indigenous young Welsh population are
forced to find houses and work elsewhere and most
of the cottages are second homes for English city
dwellers.
Next day we followed one of the most classic ridge
walks in the area, around the head of Cwm Pennant
to the south of the Snowdon Massif. The weather
once again was perfect and we enjoyed
magnificent views of the mountains to the North.
The route took us past the old Prince of Wales
Quarry with its well preserved accommodation
blocks, stables and incline. This quarry was finally
closed in 1982 by a serious rock fall and it is now a
sad and eerie place. Later in the day we came upon
a fifteen foot tower on the summit of Mynydd Taly-Mignedd (Mountain of the Cairn on the height
above the Bogs) built to commemorate Queen
Victoria's Diamond Jubilee. Apprentices JONES
SCM and HOLLAND did not immediately appreciate
this and promptly scaled it, only to discover the
Law of Climbing Towers: Don't, because it is-more
difficult to climb down them! Further along we
encountered a narrow section of the ridge with a
respectable drop on either side where one was
forced to take one's hand out of one's pockets to
make progress. This was a taste of things to come.
The weather was good again on Wednesday,
which was just as well because the planned walk
was a serious undertaking which became more
serious as the weather deteriorates. The route was
the famous Snowdon Horseshoe, an arduous eight
miles with about 3500 feet of ascent taking in
some spectacularly exposed and breathtaking
situations. The last time an expedition from HMS
FISGARD followed the Horseshoe, Lt BIRD
attempted to negotiate a ten foot gully in a rather
unconventional manner, which did not allow for
gravity, and he dented his forehead as a result. This
time he had no such problems and successfully
lead the expedition around with no mishaps in good
time.

On the same day PO FLETCHER took his life in his
own hands and volunteered to take a family group
up to the summit of the Snowdon range, Y Wyddfa
(3560) by the footpath from Llanberis. This route is
nowhere steep or exposed but it is very long, and
uphill all the way, and he had our sympathy.
Surprisingly, everybody successfully reached the
summit.
Thursday was a quiet day spent rock climbing and
abseiling on Little Tryfan a few miles east of the
base camp. Lt PANCOTT had taken one team
member out each day on the longer mountain
routes in the Ogwen and Llanberis valleys but was
having difficulty in persuading people to
accompany him, probably a direct result of
Apprentice CHURCHILL returning from a day out on
Tryfan with hair-raising stories of lassooing spikes
and swinging across rock walls. In order that
everyone received some instruction and experience
of rope work and security on steep ground it was
decided that we all would spend Thursday on the
rocks. As it turned out, everybody enjoyed
themselves and Lt PANCOTT was a volunteer for
Friday.
On Thursday evening we held an impromptu Sods
Opera. Apprentice TAYLOR, it was discovered, had
memorised most of the Monty Python sketches and
had kept us amused in the minibus (when the radio
would not work) with snatches from the Dead
Parrot and Travel agent sketches. He was,
therefore, nominated Master of Ceremonies,
whereupon he promptly dried up and confused all
the sketches. Everybody was called upon to
contribute, including the staff, although less said
about their effort the better! Best acting of the
night went to the BIRD kids who gave an
unforgettable rendition of a Captain Beaky song.
The climax to the week was the final walk on
Friday. In a recent survey amongst top British
Mountaineers the most frequently mentioned
favourite mountain day was a traverse of Tryfan and
the Glyders by scrambling up the North Ridge

and Brothy Ridge. This was the route we took that
day. The weather was still dry and fairly clear but
overcast and colder, although this did not affect the
walk. Instead of scrambling up the whole of Tryfan
North Ridge Lts BIRD and GRAY and PO FLETCHER
climbed up part of the way (200' out of 3,000') via
Milestrone Buttress, a classic rockclimb, in true
mountaineering fashion, big boots and rucksacks.
Not a particularly difficult feat but an excellent way
to reach the summit. FCPO ROBERTS led the
remainder of the party up over Tryfan via the
relatively easier North Ridge muttering something
about how could he be expected to get his dog up a
rock face at his age. We are not sure whether he
was referring to himself or the dog!
On the summit, two monoliths, about eight feet
high and six feet apart, called rather unoriginally,
Adam and Eve. It is traditional to jump from one to
the other and back again. There are, however, two
problems. In the first place, the law of climbing
towers holds true here as well, and secondly on the
return jump a slip is rewarded with an eight
hundred foot drop during which one has sufficient
time to have a go at flying like a bird, or if that is too
strenuous, one can mull over the meaning of life
and what makes people do silly things like jumping
between monoliths on the tops of mountains!
Back to earth again with a jolt, and to sum up the
week by saying that we were lucky to have had
such good weather. Nobody was particularly
stretched on this expedition in spite of the fact that
we climbed seven of the fourteen peaks over
3000' in Wales and at least six 2000' plus peaks.
The distances we covered were modest by, say,
Dartmoor Ten Tors standards but they would not
have been had the weather been only slightly
worse. It is sobering to realise that just one week
after we left the area a Scout, with all the right
equipment, died from exposure on a route over
Snowdon which is generally regarded to be easier
than the Horseshoe.

TRIBAL SPOTLIGHT
as recorded by
"INGY"
It was a fairly typical day, really, not a lot
happening, two periods of LES, one of Maths and a
like helping of NGT.
In the midst of this, a messenger came from on
high: "Where's Tribe's contribution to FISGARD
Magazine, worm?”
Here.
Well, to begin with, no article could be complete
without a comprehensive but brief account of the
successes/failures of the past year, (older hands
will remember that the last time a proper FISGARD
magazine other than "NOT!" was published was —
yes — a year ago. How time flies!") and so must be
mentioned FISFOLLIES — that frivolous,
light hearted, dangerous production so skilfully
produced against time and all odds.
For Tribe, it went rather well. From an idea on a
Trafalgar theme a tape was unearthed telling of a
lad who won honour and fame — Joe Muggeridge,
that were 'is name.
The idea was actually conceived about October of
last year, preparations and feasibility studies
taking place up to Christmas. After the holiday, the
ball really got rolling. Scripts were produced,
scenery was designed and constructed, characters
selected and props — not all conventional — were
acquired, not to mention the implementation of
101 small minds!
When the job came off, preceded by the DO's
sketch and the appearance of a certain lunatic, all
was ready and the production went off smoothly,
including App BROADHURST's pyrotechnical
display and the appearances by our special guest
stars Kay "that's the PSO writer" BLATCHFORD
and Chief MORTON in the form of a rather large
duck, which incidentally, few people in the Division
were aware of, coming on.
The end of the Winter Term also saw the departure
of Chief MORTON and the entry to the Division of
Chef BOND. Welcome, Chief, Almighty.
"Staff Running" is still going strong. The more
experienced hands — Lt HOLMES and SUB Lt
JAMES and PO JACKSON taking care of a
newcomer to the sport. Chief BOND, ensuring he
completes every course. Even if it is 20 miles plus.
Marathons undertaken include the Gloucester, the
Duchy of Cornwall, and the more recent Plymouth
Marathon, although they were unable to obtain
entries to the more famous London marathon.
Never mind, better luck next year.
Keep up the good pounding, guys!
The Mid Term Weekends of the past year have
proved rather exciting in particular the trips abroad.
The Amsterdam splash was carried out at high
speed, cutting through Darkest England,
Amphibious France and Bloody Belgium to Holland.
The Low Countries as the name implies, are
incredibly flat. Most places in Britain, if one stands
in one spot, and revolves 300°, there is little
chance of the horizon being an unbroken line. Well,
in these areas of Europe, it is precisely that, save
the skyscrapers and windmills!
We imbedded ourselves in the Hotel Spaander after
an afternoon's sightseeing (Kanelstraat perhaps

being the one springing most readily to mind) in
Amsterdam, and a visit to a cheese factory. By
night a trip was laid on to the city, where the
famous (or perhaps, notorious) nightlife was to be
found. And we did ... but enough said of
Amsterdam!
Paris, too, had its share of delights. Two nights in
the Hotel Madeleine, just off the Montmartre area
of the city, and the run of the town combined to
make this quite a trip, far superior to the
"afternoon's shopping” of the previous Parisian
excursions.
Unfortunately, there was no foreign run this last
midterm due to the tourist season and lack of
decent deals to be had, but it is hoped that there
may be one this October.
Tribe managed to further its success in the boat
pulling sphere in June, with the scoop at the Stroud
Trophy in the Torpoint Regatta, but despite this
found it difficult to repeat the success in the Annual
FISGARD Regatta at Jupiter Point. Never mind, he
says. Remember the war canoes: it's not whether
you win or lose, it's how you stop the OTHER chap
winning!
At time of writing, with this term's Ground Defence
Exercise just completed, the main events looming
on the horizon are the Navy Dept Parts I and II
examinations.
Speaking for Tribe, Two and three Classes are
totally absorbed in their preparations for them, as
are no doubt our companions in LANE, FREW,
BENNETT, GRIFFIN and SPICKERNELL, not to
mention our 'instructional Staff'!
Best of luck to all, and from Tribe Division, see you
all next year!

TEAM F.I.A. (TEN TORS 1982)
SD TAYLOR
It rained the first weekend out. Not entirely
surprising, I suppose, but depressing nonetheless.
The bus had taken about an hour and a half to arrive
at the small, rather shabby churchyard that was to
be our starting point. A brief flurry of activity to
hide the remains of the uninteresting bag meals and
then we were off.
"Just a few gentle walks on the moor." These
words flashed through my mind as the patrol
laboured up a seemingly never ending hill. I'd like to
wring the neck of the anonymous officer who had
persuaded me into joining the club. Such folly!
The night was spent at the Fox and Hounds, where
a rather nice whisky was available. Of course, the
staff managed to get as the newt. They suffered
the next morning. Sunday morning, and the rain
returned. And stayed. And to cap it all, the bus
back to FISGARD was late.
After a few weeks, this seemingly masochistic
behaviour (which to the surprise of a few, I had
stuck to) became, in its own fascinating way, quite
attractive. Given a good day on the moor with the
sun blazing, the birds singing and the water bottles
going warm and dusty, a sense of isolation from
the hectic life of modern day, overcame one.
Dartmoor became a place of tranquillity, a haven
from the hustle and bustle of the good ship
FISGARD.
The training expeditions were not without their
amusing episodes, usually involving bogs and
rivers. Starting out one Saturday afternoon for the
infamous route 17 ("Not to be attempted by
inexperienced walkers"), Davey decided to cross
stream at its widest place. Three of us were
required to pull him out of the bog, and he merged
with a loud sucking noise. I myself had tremendous
fun, leaping across streams, and climbing out the
other bank, drenched. We all know that Ireland is a
boggy land, but there is no real excuse for McElroy
to walk into the classic bog — and not be able to
walk out of it. Silly really!'

Great Mis and then Roos, were gained without
further interest. We were by now quite a way
behind time.
Hestor Tor — the southern most point on our route
— and about half way. Eight o'clock in the evening,
and we had made Hestor in the nick of time. We
had been walking now for 13 hours, and were, not
unnaturally, quite tired.
We camped a short way back up our way north at
Nunn's Cross. With the comforting glow of GS
Ration Pack (Menu A) inside us, a general collapse
in the tents occurred without any prompting at all.
We had 1 1 hours walking to do in the morning.
Personally, an earthquake would have left me
unstirred.
Arriving at five o'clock eating the well known much
loved bacon-burgers, and we were suddenly ready.
Quite quickly into Princetown, home of the much
talked about Dartmoor Prison, and then Beardown
Tors. What helped us tremendously that Sunday
morning was the much cooler weather — lowering
clouds frowned from the mountain tops and a stiff
breeze played upon our sweated brows. We were
very grateful for this after the torrid heat of the
previous day. We gained Lynch a good 90 minutes
ahead of time — encouraging signs.
Lynch to Kitty. A route that everyone would have
avoided like the plague given the choice —
probably the hardest section of our route. A 2½
mile continuous climb was the crux — and we
began to suffer. By this time the sun had defeated
the clouds and was gaining in strength with the
consequent drain on our energies. And after no
respite Kitty to Dinger Tor was one of those walks
that reminded one of the typical V-shaped valley.
Straight down and straight back up.
But then the finish was almost in sniffing distance.
One more checkpoint and then back to
Okehampton camp. This aforementioned final
checkpoint was Steeperton — an isolated and aptly
named hill rising to 1600 feet.

The morning of the event dawned bright and warm.
I know this because we were woken at 4.30 to the
sound of the massed bands of the Coldstream
Guards (or something of that ilk). Whilst the other
3400 walkers were being keen and arriving at the
starting point 90 minutes before time, we had a
leisurely breakfast and wonderful time laughing at
the civilian rabble. And then, 10 minutes before the
start, we turned up, raring to go.

It took an unusually long time to get back to
Okehampton — but as we rounded the crest of
Row Tor and saw the finish ahead, new energy
appeared from somewhere and we walked ten feet
tall across the line. 23 hours — an hour to spare.

Our first checkpoint was Shirlstone Tor — a small
and insignificant pile of rocks near the east edge of
the moor. And we were half an hour ahead of
schedule. A quick slurp of tepid, tasteless water
and then away down south to the next point of call,
Sitterford tor. The team plodded on, heads bowed
against the pitiless beating sun, backs burdened by
the yoke of pussers rucksacks. One pace after
another towards the far horizon.

TEN TORS 1982 45 MILE ROUTE - SILVER
MEDALS

Between Sitterford Tor and Great Mis Tor, the next
point on our itinerary, App MORRIS (Griffin
Division) became our only casualty. Cramp
appeared when going uphill and as there are quite a
few hills on Dartmoor, it was decided to detour to
Beardown Tors to seek medical opinion.
Unfortunately he dropped out to the great
disappointment of the remainder of the patrol.

All credit must go to the other team from FISGARD
who were the fastest combined services team
around.

TEAM F1
WALTON R/L (FREW)
HART (FREW)
HOLLAND (FREW)
SAUNDERS (FREW)
RILEY (FREW)
MACGREGOR (FREW)
TEAM F1A
TAYLOR P/L (SPICKERNELL)
DAVEY (GRIFFIN)
JONES (GRIFFIN)
MORRIS (GRIFFIN)
CHURCHILL (BENNETT)
LAVERY (LANE)

Reserves:
MCELROY (LANE)
LAURENCE (LANE)
STROUD (GRIFFIN)
Our thanks go to Lt GRAY and PO FLETCHER for
the great times we had and for the hard work they
put in on our behalf. Also to Mr WILSON of the R &
IT Centre for being so long suffering.

SPORTS REPORT
by POPT S RICHARDSON
With so much sporting zest being generated
throughout the year, it would seem an impossible
task to write an article to cover such an action
packed period. However, true to form the
Department of Callisthenics have pulled through
and here lies a pr6cis of the past year's FISGARD
sporting achievements.

RUGBY

HOCKEY REPORT SEASON '81/82
Lt Cdr B LUPTON
The FISGARD hockey team can look back on this
season with a fair amount of satisfaction. In the
Manadon Sixes in September they reached the
semi finals before losing after extra time to an
experienced Drake side. In October FISGARD
retained the Plymouth Command Indoor
Championship when they beat BRNC in the final
after penalty strokes. During the rest of the winter
playing in the Sun Life West League (Division Two
South — West Section) the team, a mixture of
promising apprentices and seasoned campaigners
from the staff, did well to finish third out of ten
teams.
Finally in the traditional Brickfields Sixes, now
held in May, FISGARD were unlucky not to reach
the semi-finals, losing out on goal difference in their
qualifying section.
Individually the seasons produced several
representative honours. In chronological order they
were
Apps Jessop, Smith, Corboy and Coutts —
Plymouth Command Under 21
Lieuts Robinson & Lages —
Plymouth Command Indoor
POPT Richardson, Lieuts Lages & Lupton, Apps
Hunt & Smith
Plymouth Command Outdoor
POPT Richardson & Lieut Lages —
Navy and Combined Service Indoor
App Smith —
Navy Under 21 Outdoor
Lieut Lages also played regularly for the Navy
Outdoor team and doubled as Squad member and
Assistant Manager to the Outdoor Combined
Service team.
Probably the best team effort was against one of
the best teams in Cornwall when our under-rated
team (they described the apprentices as a bunch of
schoolkids!) held out against the might of Truro for
three quarters of the game before yielding under
heavy second half pressure in the second round of
the Cornwall County Cup. In fact we would have
been a goal up in the first half if only one umpire
had been brave enough to award a penalty against
his local Cornish side against intruders in their
domestic competition.
Other regular club members were: Lt Petty, CPOPT
Richardson, Apps Wicking, Marr, Robinson, Marsh,
Coalter, Horton.

Ably coached by LPT Gareth SIMKINS, the
FISGARD Rugby Colts played twenty eight games,
losing only two. With such outstanding exhibitions
by the team, it is little wonder that 98% of the
Plymouth Command Colts side were FISGARD
players. Particularly outstanding were Apps EDE,
ROE, STUBBS and FOX. The latter two were
selected for England Colt trials, but were unable to
attend for the usual workshop reasons.

FISGARD's highly successful Rugby team.

SOCCER
Throughout the season two teams participated in
the Plymouth Combination Leagues, with varying
degrees of success. Playing against "agricultural
sides" not only improved the players' skills, but
broadened their gymnastic flair and agility. Apps
DAVISON and HEARN were selected and played for
Plymouth Command, acquitting themselves well
against senior sides and players.

"The Staff Team", Staff v Apprentices
Football match, Spring Term 1982. As usual the
most impressive aspect of the Staff performance
was the line-up for this photo (they lost 3 — 1)!

HOCKEY (for a more sympathetic report, see Lt
Cdr LUPTON's article!)
Any sport played with limp wrists and skirts has its
fair share of flack! Unfortunately for such irreverent
critics, the FISGARD 1st XI were unlucky not to be
promoted to the Sun Life West Division One. Top
scorer was CPT Terry RICHARDSON, with Apps
ROBINSON, HUNT, MARSH, COOTES, SMITH and
proving to be players of great potential. A word for
the manager; Lt Cdr BRIAN LUPTON. His tactical
awareness and easy coaching manner proved a
great asset to the team.
With the onset of Summer the next activities to be
brought to the fore were Cricket, PT Display Team
and the Field Gun.

CRICKET
With the most unlikely management network of a
cricket team; a Yorkshireman (Lt ROBINSON), an
American with latent schoolie tendencies (Lt
CURRY), a professional (sic) rugby player (Lt
SARGINSON) and a PTI known for his prowess
with diesel and a mini bus (Lpt ROBERTS) — they
set out to bring a little class and finesse to Cornwall
County Cricket League.
As this article goes to press the team is enjoying
great success and lies in the top five of the league,
while also reaching the last eight of the C.C.
Knockout Cup. Outstanding players worthy of
mention are Apps LONGWORTH, CANFIELD,
ORMSTON and DALY. Lt Andy ROBINSON has
played for the RN U-25 team all season.

FIELD GUN CREW
With Lt Cdr CADD as the FGO, it was on the cards
that something dramatic or drastic was going to
happen! A spirit of camaraderie and determination
was fostered by the 1st Trainer, Lpt Gareth
SIMKINS, and the crew PTI Lpt "Scouse”
CALLAGHAN. The crew trained with exceptional
dedication and were a credit to themselves,
FISGARD and the Royal Navy. Lacking that little
extra aggression, they were unlucky not to do
better in the Brickwoods Field Gun Competition
held at HMS Collingwood. App FRANCIS must be
especially noted for his morale building escapades,
jokes and stories told with such face-breaking
realism!

PT DISPLAY TEAM
With gym-slips fluttering in the wind, the team has
bounced its way around Devon & Cornwall with
much credit to themselves. Once again exceptional
dedication was shown through the initial training
periods and an amazing standard was reached in a
relatively short period. The Display Team Officer,
S/Lt Bob JAMES freely admits that he has the
gymnastic flair of an egg yolk, but has moulded the
team into an efficient and professional unit with the
help of Lpt "Nobby” CLARK. App MILLS has
thrilled spectators with his courage and style, with
Apps PURDY, MURPHY and PROCTOR providing
the rest of the team with gems of morale building
idiocy.
To conclude, FISGARD has produced some fine
sportsmen in the past and will continue to do so for
some time yet. Special thanks must go to the
Instructor Officers contributing so much to our
sporting events and for persevering with such
fervour and sportsmanship.

Sporting achievements are considered essential in
today's highly competitive world. Perhaps the
recreational governing bodies can take the
FISGARD example; which fosters team spirit and
goodwill amongst players and puts them to good
use.

"NOTES" FROM THE BANDROOM
As is usual here at FISGARD the Band was
somewhat depleted at the beginning of the term. As
well as saying 'Farewell' to a dozen or so
Apprentices who had moved on to 'Caledonia',
'Collingwood' and 'Daedalus' we were sorry to see
the departure of PO(SA) 'Benny' LYNCH who has
gone to Dartmouth for Officer Training. We wish
him and the lads all the best for the future and
'thanks for your help and support here'.
Since our last article we have welcomed to our fold
Wren Fran PALMER (late of Nelson and Dryad) and
we hope she enjoys her time here with us. For a
short time we also had Chief Wren Joan CROOK in
our company but unfortunately she has had to
leave us for temporary duties at Centurion. We
hope she will rejoin us again on her return in
August,
The initial response from this term's New Entries
was encouraging as between twenty and thirty
intimated that they were interested in learning to
play various instruments. It would seem that the
novelty has worn off somewhat as only half the
original number have put in an appearance up to
now.
The Summer Term is usually a busy time for most
Bands and here at FISGARD is no exception. By the
time you read this article we will have appeared at
the Devonport Field Gun Public Runs, Dartmouth
Carnival, the R.N.V.B. Festival, the Cheshire Home
at Tamerton Foliot, the Cornwall Tattoo and the
Torpoint Carnival. We also led the Torpoint Civic
Parade. The Cornwall Tattoo is something new as
far as we are concerned and we will be in the
company of two other bands (Devon and Cornwall
Police Band and a Volunteer Pipe Band). I think that
the occasion that the Band looked forward to most
was the Volunteer Band Festival. It is quite possible
that this will be the last time that FISGARD will
have been represented at the Festival due to the
closure at the end of next year. However, we will
have to wait and see.
Many of the Volunteer Bands have been affected
by the Falklands Conflict but thankfully we have
more or less escaped the 'crash drafts' experienced
by our colleagues. It is good to know that most are
now starting to come home again.
"BANDY”

The FISGARD Band, Summer Term 1982

JOINING THE FISGARD BAND
M BROSNAN
When I joined HMS FISGARD in September 1981, I
found out that there was a band. I contacted
"Bandy" after New Entry and he gave me a cornet
and let me into the band straight away. I had a lot of
practising to do because I hadn't played for just
over a year.
I have been playing the cornet for about 3½ years,
with a year's break after about 3 years, so I have
had a lot of practising to do to get back into form.
In the summer term, we have got plenty of fixtures
to keep us busy. As well as playing on Saturday
morning divisions, we have carnivals and fetes to
play at.
Each term the size of the band depends on how
many passed out the term before and on how many
new entries are interested. But usually, towards the
end of term, the band gets pretty large because of
staff members and also the learner section who join
as they get better.
There are two sorts of band members; they are the
band members and Full band members. To become
a band member a person has to be able to play fairly
well, and attend band practice for four consecutive
practices. He also has to play on divisions at least
four times in a row. After this, if "Bandy"
considers him good enough, he is awarded his
"yellow badge", a small yellow harp, by the
Commander. This denotes he is a band member of
FISGARD, and that badge has to be removed if he
gets drafted.
The other sort of band member is a Full band
member. After being a band member for half a
term, an apprentice takes the test for his "Gold
Badge". The test consists of playing two scales
and three marches including "Heart of Oak". These
pieces are the ones he plays on divisions or at band
practice. The badge is awarded by the Captain.
The band practices on a Tuesday night, the
drummers on a Wednesday and the full band, that is
drummers and 'blowers' on a Thursday. The
learners practice on Monday evenings.

A CYCLE TOUR OF ENGLAND AND
SOUTHERN SCOTLAND
Clive LONGWORTH
I left my home in Darwen, Lancashire, in early June
1981 on a totally carefree cycling holiday, which
was to last roughly a month. During this time I was
to cycle around most of the coast of England and
across Southern Scotland.
The first day was a glorious summer's day, which
were few and far between in 1981, and I managed
to clock up 96 miles to Ironbridge Gorge in
Shropshire, where the first iron bridge was
constructed across the Severn nearly three
centuries ago. As the weather remained nice for
the next few days, I cycled down to Somerset,
stopping for one evening at a village in the
Quantock Hills called Hoiford. Here I was to meet a
fellow cyclist, who had flown from the States, to
do a tour of Britain. From here I was to have a
cycling partner for the rest of the tour. The daily
mileage was reduced somewhat in Devon and
Cornwall due to the terrain, but this was probably
the best part of the tour for coast scenery. As we
pushed our way through Dorset hills became more
gentle, and we were able to make better progress,
right along the South Coast to Dover, spending the
evenings at Youth Hostels along the way. I have
always liked Youth Hostelling as you meet many
cyclists and hikers to chat to, or to pop down the
local pub with. One 'guy' whom we met was
cycling the South Downs way for charity.
From Dover we pedalled our way around Margate
to London, and as we had been in the saddle
constantly for two weeks, we decided to spend a
couple of nights in London. I took my American
friend (whose name was Warden by the way) to the
Lords Test between England and Australia. London
is rather expensive so two days later we were back
on the road pedalling our way through East Anglia,
as it is practically flat we made our best progress of
the tour, clocking up 130 miles one day. The new
Humber Suspension Bridge had just been opened,
having the longest single span in the world, so we
saved quite a few miles by crossing the Humber
upon it. The Yorkshire Wolds and North Yorkshire
moors is one of my favourite regions. Although it
was fairly steep there, we both enjoyed the ride
across the moor immensely. I only had six days left
and soon I would have to say goodbye to Warden,
as he intended cycling up to Ullapool in the North
west corner of Scotland. Our last night was rather
merry as we had both had a bit too much to drink,
and we slept in a clearing near the shores of Loch
Lomond. I woke up at daybreak freezing, and
pestered by midges. After a quick wash I was soon
on the road but I just didn't feel like cycling very far
that day. The next day I left Scotland behind and
roiled up at Carlisle Youth Hostel for the evening.
On the final day the weather was just as it was
when I left home and with a northerly wind behind
me I cycled through the Lakes and down the A6 to
Preston where I turned left for the final few miles
home. My total mileage for the tour was in the
1600s. I received a letter from Warden saying he
had enjoyed his tour immensely and was
considering a tour across the States next year. This
is what memories are made of!

ICEFLOW AT EDDYSTONE
CMEA(H) R EDMONDS
After a long frustrating non summer the West wind
at last veered, went round to the East and a bit of
high pressure came up the channel. Conditions
were better for a paddle which had long been
waiting to be done. I contacted as many interested
people as I could but most were either booked
already or just couldn't make it.
So at 1230 on Sunday 2 August, Colin APPLEBY
and I left Fort Bovisand to paddle the eleven miles
or so out to sea to the Eddystone Reef. The third
member of the team hadn't turned up but as
conditions looked so good for the first time in ages,
we were determined to go.
We passed through the bikini and wet suit set out
into Plymouth Sound and were soon bounding out
over the standing waves where the ebbtide passes
between the end of the breakwater and Bovisand
Beach. This gave us a good push along and we
soon settled to a comfortable pace. The day was
warm and close inshore there was little wind with a
promise of a sea mist later in the day. Sun hats and
long sleeves were the order of the day. After an
hour of steady paddling we rafted up, had a drink
and dried out Colin's KAYAK. It was only a small
leak so it was no great problem.
Looking around us we'd left the holiday fishing
boats and dinghy sailors behind and the coastline
was beginning to open out. The visibility was now
very good and we could see Looe Island to the
West and what could have been Bolt Head to the
East. The Eddystone Lighthouse was just visible
away to the right looking like a thin pencil line on
the clear horizon.
A second hour was spent chatting and comparing
the qualities of our respective Kayaks. The sea was
beginning to change with a swell from the east
pushed by a freshening breeze. The Lighthouse
was still well out to the right but we stuck to our
compass course knowing that by this time we were
being pushed steadily Westwards by the outgoing
channel tide. During our next break, more orange
juice and Colin's super sweets, the lighthouse was
now clear and the stump of Smeatons Tower
beside the main tower had come into view.
Smeatons Tower was the old lighthouse which
became unsafe when the sea undermined its
foundations. The upper part now stands on
Plymouth Hoe and is open to the public.
After the third hour of steady paddling we were
close enough to the reef to see what conditions
were going to be like when we arrived. This caused
a change of plan as we had intended to get up wind
and tide of the reef, raft up, have a bit to eat and
drift gently down the last mile.
It is now obvious that the windward side was out of
the question with quite a bit of broken white water
and scattered rocks breaking the surface. We
altered course to do a long ferry glide to a point
where we could 'breakout' behind the reef. This
put wind and sea directly on the beam and then
followed a very uncomfortable two miles of
nothing but sweep-strokes while the occasional
cresting wave broke directly across us.
Suddenly we were there, Colin found a small gap
between Smeatons Tower and the reef and passed
through. I bounced around the end. Its a strange
empty and rather daunting place. The lighthouse

150 feet high towering above us capped by its neat
Helicopter platform and the stump of Smeatons
Tower now beginning to crumble around the top
edge.
We were in a small pond between the two with
little room to turn a long sea Kayak. The wind
pushed around the base of the tower but the sea
was relatively calm. Colin looked up and being a
Royal Marine said, "Lets climb it!" They always want
to climb things. However, I didn't fancy
denting the sides of my new "Iceflow' on the base
of the tower. The lighthouse itself is now deserted,
the keepers being withdrawn and the light
extinguished while its all automated. The tide was
still running Westward and while Colin pursued an
apple down the end of his SeaHawk we were soon
a good quarter of a mile down wind and sea.
However tides don't wait for tourists and I wanted
to catch the up channel change so it wasn't long
before we had to reset our compasses and begin
recrossing that area of cresting sea around the reef.
The Brittany ferry crossed our bows about five
miles off but the sea mist had closed in and
obscured any sign of land.
After almost an hour of paddling we stopped and
looked back, there it was, but beginning to get
smaller again. From a high up window a light shone
out so the last man must have forgotten to switch
off. I wonder who will get the bill for that!
About this time I decided I was sitting in water, off
spray deck, a dry boat, but my waterproof trousers
were uncomfortably full. How do you get out of
that! Seas had been breaking over us occasionally
and water must have been going down inside my
buoyancy aid and seeping under the spray deck
callar. It was much too warm for a waterproof cag.
Anyhow after a bit of wriggling about things were
put to rights and on we went.
Soon we began to see land and a very interesting
game developed as land marks were first identified
and then confirmed. One interesting feature did
emerge. As we closed the land well known land
marks in Plymouth came into view, we looked in
vain for 'Bill and Ben’ the two tall power station
chimneys. It wasn't until a change of course took
the two out of line did we realise we'd been looking
at them for ages but had been on a perfect transit
line. Worth remembering for another day.
At 1 905 the in going tide gave us a final push and
we came ashore at a now deserted Fort Bovisand.
To all those I managed to contact and who couldn't
make it, you missed a good trip. My thanks to Mike
FENNESSY for his winter navigation and weather
forecasting evenings and to Ron MOORE for his
support and enthusiasm.

OPEN EVENING - SUMMER 1981
In many ways Summer Term is the high-spot of the FISGARD year (not least with the publication of the
FISGARD MAGAZINE!), open Evening being one of its principal events — as depicted in the following photographs.

Ceremonial Sunset — the culmination of the Guard
and Band display and Beat Retreat

The PT Display Team are put through their paces in
TALBOT HALL

A run by the FISGARD Field Gun crew

HONITON TRIP
MJ ALEJO-BLANCO
The Roman Catholic Church in HMS RALEIGH
organised a trip to Honiton recently. I myself am
not an ''RC” but "C of E" but decided to go firstly
for "a laugh” but also out of curiosity. The trip
started on the Friday evening and we all mustered
outside the QM's lobby at 1730 to give in our
station cards. We then waited half an hour for a
Wren to turn up. When we saw her coming we
wondered what she was going to do over the
weekend. But as we found out she was on draft to
HMS COLLINGWOOD and was going straight there
after the trip!
We arrived at Honiton at around 2130 where upon
we ate the best supper since joining the Navy, and
then on to the first discussion, which was led by a
monk who was bred in Glasgow and kept referring
to the violence of his childhood, usually in the form
of some joke. The monk, Brother Matthew, was
soon to be ordained after a decade or so of
'training', which included psychology, sociology,
Latin, Greek and far more. To my surprise monks
aren't a bunch of daft old hermits but are quite
human and this one had a great sense of humour.
We then split into our groups and discussed what
he had said, not that much was said as it was
nearing 2300 and we were all tired. We were also
apprehensive of one another, as we didn't know
most of the people.
Next day (starting at 0800 not 0630!) a decent
breakfast and then mass, in which I felt a 'right
berk' as the rest of the congregation kept
answering the priest (except me, that is). During
the day there were a couple more talks, sprinkled
amply with coffee breaks. One talk was about how
the Benedictine Monks came to be and another
described their daily routine, which showed that
they got less sleep than us at FISGARD! Then a
slap-up dinner and the rest of the afternoon to
ourselves. Most of us decided to have a wander
around Honiton, or at least to its pubs anyway!

Pope became very deep and provoked a wide
variety of arguments which also included the Bible,
Jesus, God, the Devil and anything else that came
to mind. Then it was back in for tea, and then some
singing. During tea the Wren (Alison) asked one of
the other people for the tea and called him "Chief”,
upon which he graciously passed the tea and
calmly commented that he wasn't a chief but a
Lieutenant Commander — which we thought was a
great "dip-out” — (as Alison shrank behind the
teapot!) After tea, a talk about the vows that the
monk had to take. (I'm sure that half of them must
be broken at some time or other!)
That evening we went on a "run ashore" and went
to an expensive pub called the "Palamino Horse”.
That evening everyone had a good time and quite a
bit of fun. It was just as well we had a mini bus to
get us back to the college!
Sunday — and after a talk we had mass, which had
been prepared during the singing of the night
before. So that I would not feel out of place I asked
Brother Matthew if there was anything to help me
with the mass, and he gave me a missal which is a
sort of log of minutes of what is said. After mass,
dinner, and then the clearing of our dorms and
lecture rooms.
All in all, I enjoyed the trip more than I had expected
to and can recommend it to anyone; RC or any
other denomination — you're bound to enjoy it.

1530 back to St Rita's College for another
discussion, which was by now a very low key
affair. It was a nice day, we all went out into the
gardens for the talk. Later, a discussion about the

A FISHING TRIP IN THE GOWER
IJ OWEN
Last summer, just before I joined "the mob”, a
"mate and myself” went down to a point on the
Gower peninsula, near Llangennith. We camped on
a tidal island at the end of Rhossili Beach, opposite
Worms Head, called Bury Holms. The Island is at a
point where the large estuary of the river eventually
runs out into the open sea.
It is wild, desolate and hauntingly beautiful. At the
shore end of the Island it is only about 20' above
sea level, and then gradually climbs up to a
distance of 150' — 200' above sea level at the
seaward end. It is surrounded by cliffs, which can
be carefully ascended to reach the choice fishing
spots:
The Island was occupied by sheep, rabbits, and all
sorts of birds, both feathered and otherwise at
times.

We arrived there on the Saturday morning about
1100, after pulling and carrying all our equipment
across the beach, about a three mile walk, across
rather wet but firm sand. We climbed up onto the
Island, and found suitable place to camp. We had
previously scouted the Island to look for a suitable
position. We had two large tents, one for
accommodation purposes and the other for storage
and cooking. We bought mostly tinned food,
cereals and a few packet stuffs — actually we ate
quite well.
The weather on the Saturday morning was a bit
dubious, but the forecast was for a great
improvement. We did a spot of "spinning" as night
fell, but, as we were tired, we didn't have much
heart in it. Sitting down to cook our supper the sun
was slowly sinking down below the far horizon,
bathing the island in an incandescent eeriness,

which made it look warm, yet isolated, out on its
own.
We woke up the following morning, (Sunday),
about six o'clock, and the sea was shimmering as
the sun beat down steadily with not a cloud in
sight. The tide was about 3/4 of the way in, and
inland a low mist was beginning to disperse, helped
on its way by a light breeze. We had breakfast, and
by about 8 o'clock, the crispness of the air had
dissipated, and was replaced by the beginnings of
what was to be an absolute corker of a day. We
packed away our cooking utensils, rigged up our
fishing gear. I planned to use light tackle, as I was
here for the fun, not for actually keeping the fish. I
was using a ten foot spinning rod, 8lb line, and
lightfloat fishing gear. We had mud worm, and
some soft back crab which we found around the
rocky and stony foreshore of the Island.
In an attempt to find the best place for fishing we
located a steep rock face, which had numerous
ledges from which to fish. The rock was barnacle
encrusted, so providing firm footing. There was
very little wind, and only a very slight swell. I baited
up first with a bunch of mud worm, and set the
float to a depth of about 8ft, and as the rock sloped
so deeply down, there was no need to cast out that
far.
Within 5 minutes of casting out, the float bobbed
up and down viciously, and what a thrill I
experienced, when feeling the unknown captive
thumping away at the end of the line, putting a
healthy bend in my rod, and as the fish was eased
slowly to the surface, it made a last desperate bid
for freedom by leaping out of the water, producing
a rainbow effect, as it showed off droplets of
water, shimmering in the golden sunlight, hanging
motionless just before falling back to the sea.
Anyway, as the float went down again, the line
tightened, and line was torn off the spool as the
fish plunged down deeper, and then went out
towards the sea, the run then slowed, and
suddenly the fish was running towards me, with a
slack line situation developing, with a good chance
of losing the fish. I wound in as fast as possible,
and luckily, it was a high ratio reel, and then the line
became tight again, the humping was becoming
more sporadic and much weaker the battle was
almost won, the fish came up to the surface
splashing weakly. It was just a question of netting,
with an extendable net this was just a case of
slipping the net quietly underneath it. My 'mate'
successfully achieved this and lifted out a shining
bass of about 414lb. We had another 3 bass that
day, all about the 3-4lb mark.
At midday, the tide was about ½ way out, and then
the mackerel moved in. There were thousands of
them, we were catching them on worms, mackerel
and spinner, and with the light tackle we were
using they were putting up fine fights. We were on
the Island for a further 3 days, and we caught
mullet and wrasse at a variety of different
locations. The mullet were caught mainly when the
sea was at its roughest, when the tide was right
out, and 2 hours either way, but they could be
caught at all times. The trip was generally a great
success.

NAVAL GENERAL TRAINING IN THE SEA
CADET CORPS AND THE ROYAL NAVY A COMPARISON
A WILCOX
On joining HMS FISGARD the first thing that strikes
one is how much stricter the discipline is when
carrying out certain activities, e.g. shooting and
ceremonial drill. (That said, I still find that in certain
circumstances, as a large majority of the
Apprentices here have just left school, they are
very childish — often playing pranks that I thought
had died out in third form!) Generally, one finds that
in comparison the Cadets are not very disciplined
as they have not had solid basic training under
Senior Rates and Officers who have had much
experience at training New Entries. I think it would
be a good idea for the older cadets (14—16 year
olds) to come down to shore establishments (such
as FISGARD or RALEIGH) to do a three week
modified basic training course, including a few
days at Scraesdon Fort. This would instil a lot of
self-discipline and personal pride. At the present
time there are only a small number of courses of
one week's duration available, as the Government
has cut about seventy-five per cent of the courses
that used to exist.
The main thing in the Naval General Training at
FISGARD which I have found completely different
to the Cadets is the drill. Although the orders are
the same as in Cadets, the drill is completely
different. In the Cadets one does a modified LeeEnfield drill whereas here we have the SLR.
Another thing I find very strange is that a person
can work hard here and became a Rated Apprentice
but then has to relinquish that rate after either five
weeks or at the end of a term. This does not seem
right as one's seniority relative to that of one's
colleagues changes with bewildering rapidity.
In the Cadets and other branches of the Navy (even
whilst under training) once a person has worked
hard for a rate he does not lose it (unless by
disciplinary action) and thus the only way his
juniors can become his seniors is by working harder
than him and therefore be promoted before him.
In conclusion I think with monetary aid (impossible
at the moment!) more courses could be run for
cadets, which would improve the self-discipline
and personal pride of the teenagers and also give
them an insight into the Armed forces. I was lucky
and have spent approximately a month each year
for the last five years with the Navy either in shore
establishments or on ships (mainly HMS FAWN).
By passing exams and courses I became a cadet
Instructor (Seamanship). This rate I still hold as I
never resigned from the SCC, even though I joined
HMS FISGARD in January. I still instruct when on
leave, so as to retain my knowledge.

FISGARD PHOTO MISCELLANY

Competitors in the "Schoolies versus R. & I. T.
Staff" assault-course competition at Scraesdon
Fort, Summer Term 1982.
No need to ask who won!

From the Archives —
Passing-out Class June 1940.
On the left of Captain DALTON is Apprentice (later
Rear Admiral) HARCUS. Our thanks to Admiral
HARCUS for kindly donating this photograph to the
Museum.

TC and XO (Commander T.W. LILLICRAP and
Commander M. C. FOX) engaged in deep discussion
in front of "GEORGE", the FISGARD figure-head.

A DAY ON THE RIVER
KW NOCK
It was 10.30 am on a sunny Sunday morning
during the month of March and 2E4 had turned up
at Jupiter Point for a carefree day's plain sailing —
or so we thought.
The day started fine enough with dinghy's being
quickly rigged and set to sail. Our boat proudly lead
the armada out into the middle of the river as the
flotilla began to weave its way towards Cremyll and
the ultimate rendezvous with an establishment of
liquid renown.
But within minutes of disembarking from the port
of Jupiter Point, TRAGEDY! Under the command of
an Apprentice who shall remain anonymous
(needless to say he was from a West Side division),
the dinghy that brought up the rear of the convoy
was caught in a force one gale and dragged onto
the rocks amid-stream between the shore and Rat
Island to the disgust of its crew. As the rest of the
fleet sailed on a motorised whaler was sent to the
rescue. But unfortunately during its vain attempts
to help the stricken vessel it also was mercilessly
beached on the perilous reef.
Yet another whaler was launched to aid the
stranded mariners and after numerous ill-fated
attempts and great effort the first whaler was
eventually dragged to safety. Finally the order was
given to 'abandon ship, women, children and
whimps first', and all disembarked from the ailing
dinghy, — being left higher and higher on the rocks
as the tide fell — and fled to the safety of a motor
boat.
Meanwhile the rest of us had reached Cremyll and
whilst supping pints were blissfully unaware of the
dramatic action taking place to save the
shipwrecked sailors at Jupiter Point. Until the exmarooned crew caught us up and recounted their
tales of woe.
After much grief and sympathy (shown by
everyone 'creasing up') we set off for home
thinking that was the end of the day's adventure.
But we had reckoned without the hole in the
bottom of our dinghy which we had somehow
acquired.
This small flaw in the boat's hull was only noticed
when we appeared to be sinking and the inside of
the vessel became quite damp. After bailing 'like
hell' for 3/4 of an hour and duelling with the
Torpoint Ferries for authority of the waves, we
finally made the home port — exhausted but happy!

A LAND SO PROUD
G BEARDMORE
The United States of America is a very large
country stretching 3000 miles from the East to
West Coast and 2000 miles from the Canadian
border to the Gulf of Mexico. On both the East and
West coasts, there are mountain ranges which
form natural barriers from the Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans' furies.
The Rocky Mountains, on the West Coast, run from
inside Canada to inside Mexico, while the
Appalachia Mountain range stretches from South
Carolina on the East Coast to inside eastern
Canada. These mountains shelter the Central
American states so that in the summer they get

little rain as most of the moisture is dropped over
the mountains but in the winter they cause a
funnelling effect which forces the Artie winds and
violent snowstorms to drop many feet of snow in a
matter of hours on Central United States.
If you visit the West Coast, you will notice how hot
the summers are due to the large expanses of
desert sands and dry atmosphere, but if you move
nearer to the Rockies, the valleys become fertile,
enabling California to produce excellent vegetables
and fruits.
On the other hand, as you progress further
northwards from Florida, on the East Coast, you
will notice the dramatic climatic changes that
occur. Florida is flat and bare with the Atlantic
Ocean on the eastern side and the Gulf of Mexico
on the west, and the existence of these two water
masses causes a high rainfall rate. Due to the
porous earth, the ground mainly of coral
consistency, does not retain the water and
therefore appears brown and sparse with only
tropical plants growing.
Northwards into Georgia and South Carolina, the
landscape changes into low rolling, hilly
countryside, much greener and healthier looking
than Florida. When on your trek around the States,
you finally arrive in the North Eastern United
States. It is there where you will find the close
resemblance to an all too familiar country (that is, if
you are an Englishman) in the region known to the
Americans as New England. It is here you will find
brick houses, country farms, like ours, scenery
which is breathtaking and an atmosphere that is
impressive. In the fall, you would not know that
you were not in England as it is one of the four
places where there exists complete seasonal
changes.
The United States is one place where you either like
it or you do not, it is really a personal choice that
rules this decision.

COMPUTERS
TA CARRINGTON
A microcomputer is a tool, not a thinking machine,
it can only do what a programmer has told it to do.
In the near future every home in the Western world,
will have some kind of computer just as today most
families have a car. Just like a car parked in the
street, the computer too will be dormant for most
of the time, waiting for its owner to command it
what to do. The day will come when it will be able
to recognise human speech accurately and thus
obey a spoken instruction, say to turn the television
on or to make a cup of tea. But this is all in the
future, although developments are always being
made in Japan and the USA, as well as in Western
Europe.
Let's see how computers are affecting our lives
today. First, there are unlimited applications for
computers and to list them would take too long. I
would just like to discuss a few applications.
Prestel and Teletex are systems with which one
uses a TV set as a means of displaying information.
With Prestel you also need a telephone but Teletex
just receives and decodes UHF waves. These are
two information retrieval systems, that give
unlimited information available to the user. With
Prestel you can even do your shopping so long as

you have a credit card. There will even be, later, a
library at one's finger tips.
We have all heard a lot lately about the Space
Shuttle. It actually has three onboard computers
which are always running checks on the aircraft
and on themselves. I do not know if you remember
the delay of the first shuttle take-off that was due
to one of the computers not being synchronised
properly with the other two (not an error by the
computer, a human error), so every time they tried
to communicate they could not understand each
other so the whole system would CRASH!
And, finally, there is the use of computers in
industry — Robots. The Fiat Strada car, assembled
in Italy, is built by computers. The advert remarks
"The Fiat Strada, hand built by robots". The
advantages of computers in industry are that they
can offer the same thing accurately and without
getting bored, over and over again. They can work
24 hours a day, they hardly ever get sick, and you
do not have to pay them wages — all advantages
when it comes to high product output and lots of
sales.
I'll close with this thought: "Don't expect the
computer revolution to happen tomorrow, it's
happening today!”

GREEN TO GREY
Geoff BAGLEY
Our natural heritage seems to be disappearing in
front of our eyes, the beauty that once dwelled
throughout the countryside is no more. All the
greenery departs to make way for the grey
brickwork of factory plantations, resulting in animal
life dying out and eventually becoming extinct.
Reasons for these changes are the destruction of
breeding grounds, as well as the general
persecution that is undertaken by ourselves. In
spite of these tremendous setbacks some creatures
can adapt their way of life to cope with the
environmental changes.
A good example of this is Britain's birdlife. At
present there are 225 breeding species of which
only 1 86 of them remain here all the year round.
For these birds, the changes that man has made
has affected most of them, either for good or bad
depending on the bird's individual adaptation to
city life. The building of houses destroyed a lot of
our countryside and marshland upon which the
more secretive nesters like the Black Tern would
breed, but after extensive drainage the last
breeding colony was recorded in 1965. Other birds
started to die out, but were saved by the
development of conservation areas, two of the well
known achievements are the Red Kite and Osprey.
The Kite is slowly on the increase again with 20
pairs nesting in Wales but the bird is far from stable
in numbers. Some birds like the Robin and the
Song Thrush do not need encouragement and their
adaptation to civilian life has proved to be greatly
due to them finding nesting sites that resembled
those in their natural breeding grounds.
Since the "Protection of Birds Act" was passed in
1963, the egg-collectors are no more, it is an
attempt to re-establish our birdlife, but for some
species it came too late, but others revived and
flourished as breeding species. It takes very little
effort to destroy but it can take years to restore the
birdlife that we all take for granted.

HORTICULTURE
S DOUGHTY
Horticulture, or gardening as it is mistakenly called,
is an activity which seems to be either ignored or
misunderstood by a great many people today. I say
it is called gardening mistakenly because much of
the work involved is done indoors as opposed to
the garden itself.
Horticulture spans an immense range of plants of
every possible type, from the smallest of fungi
measuring less than 1mm, across and grown for
medicine, to the largest trees grown for timber. For
many years, the fascination of bringing a tiny seed
to life and growing it to fruition has drawn people to
the art. It is easy in some respects; anyone can
grow cress on a bit of blotting paper, but in others,
it requires a lifetime's experience; who can say that
they can keep a hundred years' old oak tree down
to the size of a football, or smaller and yet still have
it grow well and produce acorns every year.
The eternal argument between these vast numbers
of enthusiasts, and professionals alike now, is
whether to allow science to take over. One
argument is that it is much more pleasant to spread
a few ounces of highly concentrated chemical
fertiliser over the vegetable patch, than to dig in
half a ton of ripe manure. But this can be countered
by the fact that the manure gives the soil a much
better texture, and the digging alone is beneficial
anyway. However the argument will no doubt
continue for quite some time.
The mysterious language of the horticulturists has
for ever baffled the layman, but it only requires
remembering a relatively small number of words.
Basically the 'language' is split into two areas.
There is the group of Scientific or Latin words
which are used to name plants. People seem to
think that to understand these words they have to
be Latin scholars, but these names can be broken
down into three sections usually. They are: the
species, the genus, and the third section describes
any particular marks that only that plant has.
The second group is a very old established one
stemming from as far back as can be remembered,
and employs words like budding, grafting, layering,
etc., These words can soon be mastered, but what
makes a horticulturist a true craftsman is being able
to successfully carry out these operations.
All in all, horticulture is a fascinating art that will
capture people everywhere for a long time to come.
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